Mr. Breaux was born in Galiano, Louisiana on July 11, 1959. He graduated from Nicholls State University in Louisiana. He worked as a general contractor for 14 years. He is currently employed by the Greater Lafourche Port Commission.

Mr. Breaux discusses growing up in Southeastern Louisiana and what Louisiana’s wetlands mean to him and his family. He talks about the Port Commission’s role in restoring Louisiana’s wetlands. He also stresses the importance of preserving the wetlands in order to preserve industry.
Maritime Forest Ridge
Dredge Spoils
Scrub Oaks
Hunting
Fishing
Rookeries
Roseate Spoonbills

(600) Person as subject
Houston Chouest

(610) Corporate entities
Greater Lafourche Port Commission
Port Fourchon
Texaco
Audubon Institute
Department of Natural Resources

(650) Topical
Interconnectedness of Industry and Wetlands
Importance of Preserving Wetlands to preserve industry
Industry’s role in preserving wetlands

(651) Geographic
Port Fourchon, Louisiana
Galiano, Louisiana
Cutoff, Louisiana
Bayou Lafourche Ridge, Louisiana
Barataria-Terrebonne Estuary
Gulf of Mexico
Grand Isle, Louisiana
Belle Pass, Louisiana

(700) Name of interviewer in reverse order, birth and death dates if known.
Bergeron, Susan Testroet Date of Birth: December 4, 1960